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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0516887A1] Mounting means for a control lever (6) comprising first and second spaced-apart mounting members (21,24) of which the first
member (21) has a first circular aperture (25) to receive a first end of a pivot shaft (12) associated with the control lever (6) and the second member
(24) has a second circular aperture (26) concentric with the first aperture (25) to receive a second end of the pivot shaft (12). The second aperture
(26) communicates with an edge of the second mounting member (24) via a parallel-sided slot (27) of which the width is less than the diameter of
the second aperture (26). The first end of the pivot shaft (12) has a first terminal portion (13) of reduced diameter to form a first shoulder (14) at
that end. Said first reduced diameter portion (13) is rotatably received in said first aperture (25) and said first shoulder (14) is engageable with the
associated face of the first mounting member (21). The second end of the pivot shaft (12) has a second terminal portion (15) of reduced diameter
to form a second shoulder (16). Said second terminal portion (15) also is provided with a pair of diametrically opposed flats (17) having a distance
therebetween which is such as to make this second terminal portion (15) slidingly fit in said parallel-sided slot (27) and furthermore, the second
shoulder (16) is engageable with the corresponding face of the second mounting member (24), the arrangement being such that, when the pivot
shaft (12) is rotated such that the flats (17) thereon are no longer in alignment with said parallel-sided slot (27), the pivot shaft (12) is axially retained
between the first and second mounting members (21,24) by the first and second shoulders (14,16) and the misalignment of the flats (17) and slot
(27) prevents any transverse movement of the pivot shaft (12). <IMAGE>
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